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National sales manager
South Africa’s retailers may be facing a tough 2012, but they have what it takes to
weather the storm. As more and more retailers in the UK and US close their doors, the
situation at home is much better, as sales updates for the latter half of 2011 reveal on
page 5.
It is also interesting to note that housewares is the market segment tipped to lead
growth in retail sales this year. HGR picked up on this trend long before the Bureau of
Market Research made it prediction (page 5) and for this reason decided to launch a
new Housewares feature (page 21) in this issue. Read how Amalgamated Appliances
is finding innovative ways to differentiate its offering in the market by exploring
synergies between the brands in its housewares, personal care and small appliances
divisions (page 18) and learn more about long-standing brand Prestige’s new
corporate identity (page 23).
Small domestic appliances continue to be one of the most resilient and successful
of all the durables markets, with our own market showing small, but positive growth
during 2011 (page 26) and coffee and espresso machines proving particularly popular
in Western Europe. Check out the feature for the latest round-up of products.
On the furniture side, there’s a comprehensive report on this year’s imm cologne,
which took place in Germany during January. Dominant trends at the 2012 trade show
proved to natural materials and round shapes. Read more on page 28.
Until April.
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Newsline

SA retailers more resilient than international counterparts
South African retailers are proving more
resilient than their overseas counterparts,
but still face a tough year ahead, economic analysts warn.
According to a Deloitte survey, retail
insolvencies in the UK soared by 25 per
cent in the final three months of 2011,
with more expected in 2012. In the US
Sears Holdings announced it is to close
between 100 and 120 Sears and Kmart
stores, while Macy’s will close nine stores,
including Bloomingdales at Mall of America, following disappointing holiday sales.
In South Africa, the retail sector is faring
much better. Recent data from Stats SA
reveals that liquidations for 2011 were
down nearly 16 per cent from 2010. This
compares favourably to the total number
of nationwide liquidations in 2011, which
fell by some 11 per cent year-on-year.
Sales updates for the latter half of the
year from retailers such as Massmart,
Shoprite, Mr Price, furniture groups Lewis,
Ellerine Holdings Limited (EHL) and JD
Group, as well as independent retailers Tafelberg Furnishers and Hirsch’s
home stores point to buoyant consumer
confidence in late 2011. Nevertheless,
analysts warn that retailers must brace
themselves for “cautious” shoppers in the
opening months of the year, as electricity

hikes, high transport costs, a weaker rand
and food inflation will erode confidence.
Sales growth is further threatened by high
unemployment figures and uncertainty in
global markets.
Massmart’s total sales for the 26 weeks
to December 2011 increased to R31.6
billion, representing growth of 15.2 per
cent, while Shoprite’s furniture division
increased sales by 13.6 per cent for the
six months ended December 2011. This
growth was generated mainly by OK
Furniture, which focuses on the lower end
of the market.
Mr Price’s home division (Mr Price
Home and Sheet Street) achieved third
quarter sales growth of 13 per cent and
comparable sales growth of 11.4 per cent.
Additonally, the division opened five new
Mr Price Home stores and three Sheet
Street stores.
Lewis group reported an increase in
merchandise sales for the quarter ended
31 December 2011 of 5.5 per cent. Revenue for the quarter increased by 7.7 per
cent.
At EHL, merchandise sales in the three
months to December increased by seven
per cent to R1.6 billion, with cash sales
growing eight per cent and credit sales six
per cent.

Total merchandise sales for November
and December at JD Group’s furniture
retail division increased by 6.5 per cent.
The group’s cash division, incorporating
Hi-Fi Corp and Incredible Connection,
grew top-line sales marginally. Although
the division achieved satisfactory volume
increases, this was offset by continued
price deflation in the consumer electronic
and technology categories.
Independent retailer Hirsch’s experienced an “incredibly good” festive season
trading.
“We achieved budget and target and
I am delighted with the sales,” says CEO
Allen Hirsch, who is very bullish about
2012. “We plan to open our first store in
Cape Town, another on the East Rand, and
hopefully two more brand stores.”
Tafelberg’s Stefan Heil says while
festive season sales are always buoyant
and December 2011 was no exception,
“compared to last year’s figures sales were
rather flat”. He attributes this to the economic climate and political utterances not
conducive to growth.
“Additionally, the consumer is generally
cash-strapped,” he adds. Nevertheless, Heil
remains “cautiously optimistic” for 2012
and forecasts organic growth of around
eight per cent.

Housewares to lead retail sales growth in 2012 – BMR
After clothing and accessories, real growth
in retail sales for 2012, is anticipated to be
led by sales in glass, crockery, cutlery and
kitchenware, as well as sport and recreation
requisites and hardware, all ranging between
4.7 per cent and 4.9 per cent. Total retail sales
in 2012 will probably conform to seasonal
trends followed in the past ten years, with
roughly 47 per cent of retail sales occurring
in the first and 53 per cent in the second half
of the year.
This is according to a report by the
Bureau of Market Research (BMR) at the
University of South Africa, which has forecast an annual growth of 4.5 per cent for
formal retail sales in 2012.

Retail trade projections are expected to
be moderate as higher retail inflation will
erode the purchasing power of consumers, should economic growth, in particular,
lose momentum, the report states.
“Although retail inflation is anticipated
to increase by 4.5 per cent this year, it is
expected that inflationary pressure will
remain contained,” says executive research
director Prof DH Tustin, who compiled
the report. “In the short to medium term,
rising household income and a stable
interest rate environment will support
consumer spending and ultimately moderate retail trade sales growth.
“On the downside, the greatest risks for

retail sales lie in the area of consumer confidence, job market conditions and negative
development in especially the Euro zone,” he
continues. “Additionally, should weaker international activity transpire, domestic retail
activity could suﬀer further adverse eﬀects.
The BMR anticipates that retailers will
be reasonably successful in maintaining
a positive trading environment in 2012,
driven by positive GDP and employment
and labour compensation growth, despite
expected volatility in the international and
local economy during the year. Its growth
prospects are most likely to result in
formal retail trade volumes valued at R664
695 billion for 2012.
Home Goods Retailer – February – March 2012
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Newsline

Tafelberg honours top suppliers

The first Tuesday in December has
become one of the most important
dates on the Tafelberg Furnishers event
calendar, as it is traditionally when the
annual supplier gala evening is held. This
year the company decided to change
the venue and hold the function at the
beautiful Zevenwacht Wine Estate, outside
KuilsRiver.
The event is hosted in recognition of
Tafelberg’s valued suppliers and trade
partners for their continued support and
loyalty.
“We also to acknowledge top
achievers and those who have exceeded
expectations and walked the extra mile
for Tafelberg Furnishers,” says CEO Hartwig
Heil.
Guests were welcomed with
champagne and cocktails and delicious
canapés on the front lawn of the
restaurant, which faced a scenic dam.
The awards were presented in seven
categories:
Jennie Wagner (Alpine Lounge) received awards for furniture supplier of the year and
furniture representative of the year from Tafelberg’s Riaan Lamprecht.
Small appliances
t$POUJOVFEMPZBMTVQQPSU"NBMHBNBUFE
Appliances, Berzacks, Legend
Housewares
t&YUSBFGGPSUBOEEFEJDBUJPO"OUPO#FVLFT
(Nuworld)
t. PTUJNQSPWFETVQQMJFSPGUIFZFBS
Delonghi/Kenwood
t3 FQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIFZFBS3POBME
Reynolds
t4VQQMJFSPGUIFZFBS$SFBUJWF)PVTFXBSFT
Bedding
t$POUJOVFETVQQPSUBOEDPNNJUNFOU
Serta
t4VQQMJFSXJUIUIFIJHIFTUHSPXUI$MPVE
Nine
t4VQQMJFSPGUIFZFBS4FBMZ
t"MXBZTNBJOUBJOJOHBIJHITUBOEBSEBOE
continued loyal support: Rest Assured
t$POUJOVFEBOEJOWBMVBCMFTFSWJDF
Genessi
t4 FSWJDFFYDFMMFODFBOETVQFSJPSBGUFS
sales service: Simmons
t$POUJOVFEMPZBMTVQQPSUBOETVQFSJPS
after-sales service: Support-a-paedic
t3 FQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIFZFBS.BSL#BUUJTPO
(Cloud Nine)
6
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Riaan Lamprecht (Tafelberg) with Hugh Groenewald (Sealy), bedding supplier of the year and
leaders in innovation and advertising winner.

Newsline

Furniture
• Consistent growth and outstanding
service: Weber
• Extra effort and dedication: HII
• Supplier of the year: Alpine Lounge
• R epresentative of the year: Jennie
Wagner (Alpine)
• Supplier with the highest growth:
Grafton Everest
• Outstanding and invaluable service:
Paramount Mirrors and Selwyn Meyers
(Firwood)
Major appliances
• Supplier of the year: Defy

• E xtra effort and dedication: LG
• E xtraordinary service and dedication:
Janene Apps (SMEG)
•R
 epresentative of the year: Neil Pretorius
(BSH)
Audio visual
• R epresentative of the year: Ashton
Gardner (LG)
• S upplier of the year: Meta Acoustic
Development
• Extra effort and service excellence:
NuWorld
Service awards

• After-sales service excellence: Tedelex,
Alpine Lounge, Sealy, Defy
• M ost improved after-sales service BSH
• Extra effort and superior performance
in after-sales service: Rosalind Forbes
(Eurafrican)
Group awards
• O verall supplier of the year: Samsung
(also sales promotion and support, and
highest growth in digital and camera
sales)
Friends of Tafelberg: Desmond Roos (FNB),
Jonny Aarons (Iser), Dave Colyn (Elettromec)
and John Loydell (Alpine Lounge)

Garth Baker (left) and Tafelberg’s Leon Kellett with Ashton Gardner
(LG Electronics), winner of the audio visual representative of the year
award.

Hartwig Heil with Samsung’s Nicholas Georghiou, John Vass, Chris
Neethling and Justin Shaw. Samsung was named overall supplier of
the year.

Natalie Giliomee (Tafelberg) with Ronnie Reynolds (AEG-Electrolux),
small appliances representative of the year.

Tafelberg CEO Hartwig Heil (centre) with “Friends of Tafelberg” badge
recipients Desmond Roos (FNB), John Loydell (Alpine Lounge), Dave
Colyn (Elettromec) and Jonny Aarons ( ISER).
Home Goods Retailer – February – March 2012
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Newsline

Shir-Li Interiors opens in Johannesburg

Shir-Li, Johannesburg’s latest addition
to the city’s list of
trendy and sophisticated furniture
stores, opened in
January this year
at Randburg Bright
Ilan Bodinger –
Water Commons.
owner of the new
The name was
Shir-Li Interiors.
inspired by owner
Ilan Bodinger’s twin
daughters, Shiraz and Lianne, who exhibited
a very ﬁne eye for beauty and detail from a
young age.
Bodinger explains: “Furniture provides a
backdrop to life. To me, furniture shopping
is more than just shopping for items to put
in the home. A collection of pieces which reﬂect the homeowner’s personality and style
make up a home, so I thought, what better
way to reﬂect this than name my store after
my very own fashionistas.”
Shir-Li’s collection of pieces embodies the

A trendy and unique range of furniture pieces awaits the modern, style-savvy shopper at Shir-Li
Interiors.
brand’s pillars, which are comfort, style and
value-for-money. “Although we import some
pieces which look like they cost a fortune,
we actually cater for the price-conscious
consumer who doesn’t want to compromise

on quality and style,” says Bodinger.
Almost all the pieces in the store are
available to custom-order in different sizes
and in a wide selection of trendy and classic fabrics.

p

Contact centre expertise lifts after sales - service levels at Bravo Grou
The Bravo Group, which includes furniture brands Grafton Everest and Gomma
Gomma, says it has seen “a major improvement” in the quality of after-sales service
after appointing contact centre operator
118Contact.
“Service levels, innovations and relationships drive our business,” says group sales
and marketing executive Chris Dirks. “We
need to compete against cheap imports on
a daily basis.”
Chinese-made furniture making evergreater inroads into the local market, the
Bravo Group identiﬁed after-sales service
and repairs as a crucial source of competitive advantage.
According to Dirks, after-sales service
was a decentralised function controlled at
factory level. “We realised we didn’t have accurate information about turn-around times
or the quality of our service. We didn’t know
whether we were good or bad, although we
suspected we were just as bad as the rest of
the industry.”
8
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Chris Dirks – “We have seen costs come down
and service levels improve.”
Delivering excellent service was made
more complicated, he continues, by the fact
that “we need to make it easy for retailers
to do business with us. Retailers want to
sell, not be repair or service agents, so we
needed to make this function as smooth as
possible both for them and end customers. We also wanted to reduce the costs

involved in repairs.”
The Bravo Group approached multichannel contact centre service provider
118Contact, who first set about understanding the Group’s business operations and
challenges. “The repair process is quite complex and it takes a number of stakeholders
to make it work,” explains 118Contact’s
Roland Govender. “The customer reports a
problem to the retailer, who logs a service
request with 118 Contact. A service agent
is then assigned to inspect and repair if
authorised. The item is then returned to the
original store for collection by the customer.118 Contact remains accountable for and
facilitates the entire product repair process
from start to ﬁnish.
“Our experience in customer service
helped us to identify a number of areas
where we could improve processes,”
Govender continues. “The average time to

page 11 

Incredible Connection
CEO resigns
Incredible Connection CEO Dave Miller
has resigned from
the computer retailer
after being with the
JD Group company,
South Africa’s largest
technology retailer
with 64 stores nationwide, for ten years.
Dave Miller – resigned from
According to Miller,
Incredible Connection.
the parting of ways
was amicable. “It certainly wasn’t as a result of the group not trying to retain me, but
rather a personal decision in which I want to consider different
opportunities. Discussions were amicable throughout and held
in an open and transparent way.”
Miller says Incredible Connection is in a “very healthy position”
financially. “My resignation is not a vote of no confidence in the
future of the company.”
Miller intends to stay in the retail sector but has no immediate plans. Incredible Connection Finance chief Stefan Marnewick
will act as CEO of the company until a replacement for Miller is
appointed.

New KZN regional
manager at Hirsch's
Paul Brown has
been appointed
regional manager
for KwaZulu-Natal
at Hirsch’s. Brown,
who has a degree
in economics from
Stellenbsoch University, was previously special projects manager for
the group. Hirsch’s
has six branches
in KwaZulu-Natal,
including two
concept stores.

Paul Brown - Hirsch’s new regional manager for KwaZulu-Natal.

Newsline

Mouse click convenience with Dial-a bed’s online store

Having grown from just two stores to 63
outlets countrywide, Dial-a-bed is keeping up with global standards with the
launch of its online store.
“We have the best web developers,
who have ensured us 100 per cent online
safety,” says marketing executive Sharmilla
Ragunanan.
Offering a variety of top mattress
brands, the 24-hour risk-free shopping
site includes free shipping and the Dial-abed 90-day comfort exchange promise, “If
you don’t like it change it”.
“We launched the site in January and
judging from the response received so far
it seems that South Africans have finally
found the benefit of shopping online,”
adds Ragunan.

Dial-a-bed’s new online store home page.

Ellies suppor t Eskom's energy efficiency drive
Ellies Renewable Energy has launched the
Project Power Save campaign, aimed at
saving 45 megawatts from the national
grid between February and March.
The campaign, which is supported by

Eskom, will see Elsat-accredited installers visiting over 200 000 homes across
the country to replace incandescent and
halogen light bulbs with energy efficient
lamps. Additionally, geyser timers will be

Contact centre expertise lifts after sales service levels at Bravo Group
page 8
repair was three months; we set an interim
target of 18 days and will continue to strive
to improve on this. We helped design a
better process, trained repair agents in how
to administer it and improve their service
delivery, and helped to obtain agreement
on the new targets from all stakeholders.”
Dirks says the results have been impressive: “We have seen costs come down and
service levels improve. It’s diﬃcult to quantify the costs, but so far the time to repair
has come down signiﬁcantly and is set to
improve even further.”

118Contact has focused on internal and
external processes, he adds. “There is an
internal focus on improving our turnaround
times and service quality at our operating
units, and externally 118Contact has played
a huge role in improving our processes.
They are constantly working with stakeholders to help improve the levels of service
for our clients.
“118Contact is not just a service provider.
We see them as an integral part of our business, and they have established themselves
as an extension of the various operating
units. They have assisted us in making what
was a non-core function into a major focus
area that we report on at board level.”

installed in homes with existing electrical
geysers, while energy and water-efficient
showerheads will also be installed at no
cost to the homeowner. Elsat is an established division of Ellies.
Eskom will rebate the cost of all units
replaced in homes under one of its funding assistance programmes, the Mass Residential Roll Out, with accredited installers
earning a fee for installation. Eskom will
remunerate Ellies for every watt saved.
“Ellies Renewable Energy already offers
various energy efficient products such as
light bulbs, showerheads, solar geysers
and wind turbines,” says Ellies Renewable
Energy spokesperson Gary Wiltshire. “The
brand enforces energy saving and highlights the long-term monetary savings it
brings from adapting lifestyles.
“We need to practise what we preach
if we want to be involved in this specific
kind of business. It is therefore our responsibility to get involved and even lead
projects of this nature. Project Power Save
allows the brand to take initiative and
uses an existing and credible network of
installers, systems, call centres and offices
to champion the project.”
Home Goods Retailer – February – March 2012
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Newsline

New Eurolux catalogue handy for retailers
From brushed chrome fittings to
eco-friendly lamps, the latest Eurolux
luminaire catalogue is brimming with
lighting excellence. This hardback, coffee
table look-alike is a must-have guide for
lighting professionals, offering a wealth of
information that includes everything from
product photos and specifications to line
drawings and lamp charts, with an entire
section dedicated to Eurolux’s project
lighting range.
“This catalogue is our most
comprehensive yet and is designed to
be a complete lighting reference guide,
featuring 1400 products in full colour
and with all-inclusive specifications,”
explains Eurolux director Shaun Bouchier,
adding that the catalogue will be a handy
tool for retailers, specifically because
it allows them to visualise a lamp in a
specific setting. “We use colour photos
showcasing light fittings within their
intended space of use, making it easier for
a consumer to decide whether a fitting
will or won’t suit a particular space.”
The project section in the catalogue
contains photometric data, product

photos as well as in-depth product
information necessary for technical
lighting application. “This section allows
us to offer our project line in an easy
reference guide, providing lighting
professionals with all the information they
require to make a product selection,” adds
Bouchier.
The catalogue is designed with ease
of use in mind, offering colour-coded
sections, a referenced index page, and
complementary information such as
a stainless steel maintenance guide,
definitions of IP ratings and class, as well
as a CFL conversion index and globe and
downlight comparison chart.
Bouchier says the catalogue was
designed with its Eurolux’s partner stores
and their customers in mind. “Despite not
being able to purchase directly from the
showroom, the public can take relevant
product codes to their local lighting
outlet who will then order the stock from
Eurolux. Since no store can stock the
entire range, this is an ideal compromise.
“We want to do everything in our
power to ensure our partners and their

The new Eurolux luminaire cataglogue is the
company’s most comprehensive yet.
clients can easily select the luminaires of
their choice from the broadest collection
possible, and this catalogue will bring us
a step closer to achieving that.”

LG opens first brand store in Cape Town
As part of its plan to capture the growing
organised retail market, LG Electronics is
setting up a chain of exclusive premium
brand stores across the country, beginning
with the opening of its first in Cape Town’s
Canal Walk shopping center in December
2011.
With the focus on bringing the Southern
African public innovative, high quality and
aﬀordable consumer electronics, coupled
with outstanding after-sales service, LG will
be opening three more brand stores over the
next six months – in Botswana, Mauritius and
Mozambique – with a target to open 1000
such stores across Africa over the next two
years.
“The opening of this brand store in the
Western Cape shows that LG is committed
to providing its customers with the best
consumer electronics and services available,”
says LG consumer electronics sales director
Ryan Hooker. “We value our loyal customers
12
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At the opening of LG’s first Cape Town brand
store are Alida Theron (owner), Morne Van
Taak (owner), Elton Scotton (LG regional
sales manager – Cape Town) and Ryan
Hooker (LG consumer electronics director).
and through this store will ensure they receive
the best shopping experience when choosing
one of our products.”
The LG brand store follows the global
initiative of the company’s ﬂagship store,
the LG Xperience store in Monte Casino,

Johannesburg, oﬀering consumers the
opportunity to experience all LG’s latest
product innovations ﬁrst hand. Customers can
interact with the products on display, which
covers the entire spectrum of LG’s product
ranges – from Smartphones, notebooks
and TVs, to washing machines and fridges.
LG’s entire ecosystem of 3D products is also
showcased.
“We are proud to be the ﬁrst LG brand shop
to open in South Africa and indeed the whole
of Africa,” says Cape Town LG Lifestyle Centre
owner Alida Theron. “As the ﬁrst store we will
set a high standard of service delivery, which
we are sure the future stores will emulate.”
Trained LG experts are on hand to assist
customers with any LG-related products and
services queries. The new store also features
a service centre element, where consumers
with faulty units can quickly and easily have
their products booked in for repairs if the issue
cannot be addressed immediately in-store.

Newsline International

Hisense to establish $20m factory in Nigeria
Hisense is planning to invest $20 million in
building a factory in Nigeria. The Chinese
electronic company, which has already set
up factories in Algeria and Egypt, says this
is in line with its overseas development
strategies to expand its global footprint to
supply the West African region.
Hisense has partnered with Lagos-based
Airﬂow Engineering Works to assemble and
distribute home appliances such as fridges,
freezers, wine coolers and air conditioners
until its factory is set up in two years time,
when it will commence the assembly and
distribution of consumer electronics.
“In 1995 we built a factory in South Africa,
followed by Algeria and Egypt in 2003 and
2009,” says Hisense general manager Middle
East and Africa Alex Zhu. “Last year our
revenues in our overseas markets reached
$1.4 billion.”
Zhu says Hisense has been looking for
an opportunity to build a factory in Nigeria
to take care of the West Africa region. “We
are in discussions with the Federal Ministry
of Industries and other relevant bodies. We
want to end the era of importing finished
goods to Nigeria by establishing the factory
which I believe will add value to the Nigerian
market, create jobs for Nigerians and add to

The Hisense Tower head office in Qingdao, China
the gross domestic product (GDP).
“Africa is an important market for us,” he
continues. “Future trade between China
and Nigeria will be signiﬁcantly reduced
and more manufacturing points will be
established instead.”
Airﬂow managing director Sola Giwa
says his organisation is committed to
strengthening the Nigerian economy. “We
intend to use Nigeria as a pivotal point

to reach out to the West African market
through this manufacturing plant. Most
of the companies here only do trading,
but we intend to move a step further by
not only manufacturing and involving the
Nigerian people, but also spreading our
products across the length of West Africa,
while exploiting the functional Economic
Community Of West African States
liberalisation policy.”

Hitachi to stop making televisions
Japanese high-tech giant Hitachi is
to stop making televisions by the
end of September as intense price
competition hurts TV earnings at many
electronics manufacturers worldwide.
According to company spokesperson
Sayori Nishino, Hitachi will still sell
televisions branded with its “Wooo”
logo made by contractors.
Hitachi outsourced the majority of
its TV manufacturing to overseas firms
two years ago. The company only has
one plant left active in Japan, thought
to produce only around 100 000 sets a
month.
For Japanese manufacturers in

various sectors the surging yen has
weighed on sales in foreign markets
by making Japan-made products more
expensive, as well as reducing the value
of repatriated earnings.
Ratings agency Moody’s recently
downgraded both Sony and Panasonic,
citing losses in the two firms’ TV
divisions, among other factors.
Television manufacturers around the
world have been badly hit by rampant
competition and minuscule margins,
making profits difficult to squeeze
out with consumers increasingly
unwilling to shell out sky-high prices
for sets.

Hitachi will continue to sell its Wooo brand
of televisions.
Home Goods Retailer – February – March 2012
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Newsline International

Sony to sell stake in LCD venture
video applications to help it catch up with
smartphone leaders such as Apple Inc.
Sony also announced it will report a
66 billion yen ($856 million) impairment
loss for the October-December quarter
but expects to cut 50 billion yen in annual
costs in the LCD business by ending the
venture with Samsung.
Sony holds a nearly 50 per cent stake in
the venture, S-LCD, which was established
in April 2004 to secure stable supplies for
Sony’s flat-screen TVs.
Analysts have criticised Sony for failing
to aggressively meet stiff competition in
the TV market from South Korean rivals
Samsung LG Electronics.
Kazuo Hirai – Sony’s new CEO.
As it struggles to staunch red ink at its TV
business, Sony Corp has agreed to sell its
nearly 50 per cent stake in an LCD joint
venture with Samsung Electronics to
Samsung for $940 million.
The venture cut the company’s capital
by 15 per cent in July and industry sources
said Sony was negotiating an exit, aiming
to switch to cheaper outsourcing for flat
screens for its TVs while Samsung pushes
ahead with next-generation displays.
Sony warned in November of a fourth
straight year of losses for the financial year
to next March, with its TV unit alone set to
lose $2.2 billion on tumbling demand and
a surging yen.
The maker of Bravia TVs and PlayStation
game consoles said at the time it would
revamp its LCD panel procurement but did
not comment on the outlook for the LCD
venture with Samsung.

“In terms of direction it is positive,” says
Keita Wakabayashi, an analyst at Mito
Securities in Tokyo. “But if they are making
a loss on the sale, one could ask why they
didn’t make this decision sooner.”
Some analysts say the $100 billion LCD
TV market peaked last year and forecast
it will shrink three per cent to four per
cent annually, as consumers in advanced
countries have already traded in their
bulky cathode-ray tube TV sets for flat
screens, while the LCD market has been in
a glut since last summer.
Sony said in April it would not raise its
stake in a separate LCD venture with Sharp
Corp for at least a year, and in October
signalled a stepped-up push into the smart
phone market by announcing it would
take control of its mobile phone joint
venture with Ericsson for $1.5 billion. The
company is hoping to exploit its music and

New CEO named
Sony has named Kazuo Hirai to replace
Howard Stringer as chief executive officer.
Hirai will take charge of Japan’s biggest
consumer electronics exporter on 1 April
while Stringer will become chairman of
the board after a shareholders meeting in
June.
“The path we must take is clear – to
drive the growth of our core electronics
businesses,” says Hirai. With backgrounds
in the music and gaming industries, he will
head a company whose stock slid by more
than half since Stringer took the helm in
June 2005.
“It was my honour to recommend him
to the board for the positions of president
and CEO, because he is ready to lead, and
the time to make this change is now,” adds
Stringer.
Hirai was one of the top four executives
Stringer was grooming and the only one
who isn’t an engineer by trade.

Samsung, LG fined $38.5m for price-fixing
South Korea’s competition watchdog
has fined two top electronics makers a
total of 44.64 billion won ($38.5 million)
for fixing prices of their main home
appliances.
According to the Fair Trade
Commission, Samsung Electronics and LG
Electronics have been fined 25.81 billion
14
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won and 18.83 billion won respectively
for fixing the prices of washing machines,
flat-panel TVs and laptop computers.
It says the firms held secret meetings
between 2008 and 2009 and colluded to
keep washing machine prices at agreed
levels, while prices of flat-panel TVs and
laptop computers were also manipulated.

The Korean firms are top players in
each sector.
“Their price-rigging caused damage to
many consumers by leading the prices
of washing machines, flat-panel TVs and
laptop computers to rise more than other
competing products,” the commission
said in a statement.

Newsline International

Nearly a million consumer online searches
for white goods in Christmas lead-up
In the lead-up to Christmas, white goods
attracted 957 000 consumer searches
on Google.co.uk, according to the
latest quarterly report by independent
specialist search and social marketing
agency Greenlight. Dishwasher and
laundry products had close to 364 000 UK
consumer searches, making up a third of
the total number of white goods-related
queries.
Greenlight’s report profiles search
behaviour in the white goods sector.
It analyses which brands, retailers and
review sites were the most visible in both
natural (listings in search engine results
pages that appear organically because of
their relevance to the search terms) and
paid media results and therefore had the
greatest share of consideration when UK
consumers searched for white goods on
Google UK. The report also assesses which
brands interacted well on social media
networks.
Overall, Greenlight’s analysis established
that in November:
The search term ‘washing machines’
was most queried (49 500 times), and
accounted for five per cent of all searches
made for white goods
Searches for dishwasher and laundry
products accounted for over 38 per cent
of all searches made for white goods
online, proving to be most popular
Comet was the most visible website in
the natural search listings, achieving a 68
per cent share of voice. It was visible to a
volume of 648 374 white goods-related
searches
Appliances Online was the most visible
advertiser, achieving a 79 per cent share of
visibility in the paid media space
Of the brands analysed in Greenlight’s
social media analysis, Amazon was the
most visible, achieving a Klout score of
65. Samsung had the largest number of
followers on its Facebook account – just
under 5 500 000.
Appliances Online featured at the top
of Greenlight’s integrated search league
table, as it attained a sizeable share of
visibility in both the natural search and
paid media space.
Amazon dominates search and social in
consumer electronics retail

The term ‘washing machines’ accounted for five per cent of all searches made for white goods
during November in the UK.
More than 1.5 million searches were
made for consumer electronics online
in the UK during November 2011 and in
terms of visibility, Amazon dominated in
both search and social media, according
to the latest research by Greenlight.
The report profiles search behaviour
in the brown goods sector, covering
cameras and camcorders, DVD players
and recorders, entertainment products,
PCs and laptops, and TVs.
Greenlight’s analysis established that in
November 2011:
The keyword ‘iPod’ was queried
165 000 times, accounting for 11 per
cent of all searches made for the sector.
‘Laptops’ was the second most popular
search term (135 000 searches), followed
by ‘iPod nano’ with 60 500
Combined, searches pertaining
to both the PC and laptop and
entertainment sub-sectors accounted
for nearly 70 per cent of brown goodsrelated searches (36 per cent and 33 per
cent, respectively)
Amazon was the most visible website

in Greenlight’s natural search listings,
achieving a 45 per cent share of voice.
Likewise in the paid media space, where
it secured a 53 per cent share of visibility
Amazon also ranked at the top of
Greenlight’s integrated search league
table, as it achieved a dominant
percentage share of visibility in both the
natural search listings and paid media
space
Amazon topped Greenlight’s social
media analysis, achieving a Klout score
of 81. It was followed by Dell and Tesco,
with a score of 61 and 60, respectively
Online retail has increasingly been
winning the consumer pound over the
high street. According to comparison
website Kelkoo, UK e-sales jumped 14
per cent to nearly £50 billion in 2011
and are forecast to reach £56.5 billion by
the end of 2012. This highlights the fact
that brands and retailers with an online
presence need to ensure they are also
visible to consumers who go online with
the intent to search, find and purchase
products.
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Talking Points

The China effect - eroding SA's
economy, increasing unemployment
and delivering inferior products
We’ve all heard the saying ‘local is lekker’ and seen
campaigns by local manufacturers urging us to support
South African brands. Yet the China effect is being felt the
world over, our own country included, as businesses and
retailers increasingly look towards the Far East to source
products rather than supporting local manufacturers. This
is because of the plain fact that goods manufactured in
China are cheaper.

Dave MacDonald – “South Africa is more
than capable of taking on Far Eastern
manufacturers at their own game.”

South Africa has felt the effect most
predominantly in the clothing, textile
and motor industries, but more recently
the local electrical manufacturing
industry has also come under threat. The
lure of these cheaper, mass-produced
electrical components has resulted in
an increasing number of imports at the
expense of locally produced products,
declares Jasco Electrical Manufacturers
divisional managing director Dave
MacDonald.
“While cheaper imported products
may be appealing on the surface, the
effect of importing such large numbers
of goods is detrimental to the local
economy,” he says. “Aside from this,
16
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more often than not these imports are
without warranty and may be produced
using inferior methods and materials. In
the clothing and textile industries this
results in poorly produced goods, but
in electrical manufacturing uncertified
inferior products can be incredibly
dangerous, causing short circuits, fires
and other problems that can result in
the loss of human life.”
The increase in the number of Chinese
imported products has led to many
of these manufacturers going as far
as shipping the goods themselves,
encouraging local suppliers to
take advantage of cheap products,
MacDonald continues.
“Importing products
also circumnavigates
the problems of labour
in South Africa. It is
far easier to place an
order with a Chinese
manufacturer and sell
it when it arrives than
deal with unions and
the complexities of
the labour laws.”
Easy certification
Obtaining quality
certifications
and approvals in
South Africa has
also made the
import of Chinese

manufactured electrical equipment an
attractive prospect, says MacDonald.
“All locally produced products should
be tested by the SABS for compliance,
but this is a lengthy process – and with
good reason. In comparison, if a product

The effect of importing such
large numbers of goods
is detrimental to the local
economy

Talking Points

towards lost jobs, loss of income, a
poorer economy and greater poverty
will only lead our country further into
trouble. It is therefore crucial for a few
fundamental issues to be examined.”
The testing houses are the first issue
that needs to be addressed, MacDonald
believes, “as testing products is an
incredibly time consuming process. This
must become more efficient and aligned
with industry, in order to encourage
local manufacturers to become part of
the process.

Flooding the country with
cheap imported goods could
cause the local economy to
grind to a halt

is manufactured in China, it will be
tested at an accredited test house and a
certificate will be issued within
seven working days or sooner.
“Since certificates of
authenticity are easy to
counterfeit it is hard to know
whether a product has actually
been tested or not, and the quality
standards deemed acceptable
in China may not be on par with
local compliance requirements.
The unfortunate truth is that South
African manufacturers are competing
on an unfair playing field. Countries
in the Far East such as China are not
subject to the same laws as local
producers, and so are able to mass

produce goods quickly without the
same restrictions.”
The policing of imported products,
particularly electrical goods, is
fundamental to the safety of all South
Africans, MacDonald asserts. “While
the National Regulator for Compulsory
Specifications (NRCS), a part of the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI),
has undertaken to do this in conjunction
with Customs and Excise, there are still
products that manage to ‘slip through’
and one only need visit flea markets or
small town traders to realise this. These
markets are often full of dangerous and
untested plugs, stoves and heaters.
“Gambling with the safety of
consumers and contributing heavily

“The government should also
encourage the manufacture of electrical
good in South Africa by offering free
testing of locally produced goods free
and by dramatically increasing the
import charges on any product that
can be made locally. This will drive local
producers to design and manufacture
more of their own products, by making
imports less appealing and easing
the local process, which in turn will
stimulate job creation and economic
growth.
“The balance between what our
country exports and what it imports is
increasingly tipping in favour of China,”
he points out. “There is no added value
to our exports, since we send out raw
materials which return to our shores
as a finished product. Flooding the
country with cheap imported goods
does nobody any good in the long run,
and could cause the local economy to
stagnate and grind to a halt if it is not
dealt with in the near future.
“The fact is that we have all of the
raw materials and the people needed to
make these products ourselves. South
Africa is more than capable of taking
on Far Eastern manufacturers at their
own game. The time to step up, rally
Government on this issue and fight back
is now.”
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Small Appliances

Amap produc ts create the complete consumer life
By working closely together and exploring
synergies between brands, Amalgamated
Appliances’ (Amap) appliances, personal
care and housewares divisions are ﬁnding
innovative ways to diﬀerentiate the
company’s oﬀering in the market.
Take Salton, for example, a range which
provides a complete home solution, from
cooking and baking products to kettles,
toasters, coﬀee makers, heaters and irons.
Not only is its packaging sporting a brandnew look, but the range now even has its
own recipe book and online cooking show,
Salton Bite TV.
Amap appliances general manager
Irene Borges explains the reasons for the
makeover: “Market research we conducted
revealed that although consumers liked the
black and green packaging of the Salton Elite
brand, they wanted a more contemporary,
fresher look for the entire Salton brand, so
we decided to revamp the rest of the brand
in the same way.
“Additionally, we launched a recipe
book in December, in collaboration with
renowned celebrity chef Martin Kobald,”
she continues. “Consumers receive a
free copy when they purchase certain
Salton appliances. We spent almost a year
compiling the recipes, which are seasonal
and from diﬀerent parts of the world. The
easy-to-do dishes cater for all occasions and
make for creative times in the kitchen using
Salton appliances.
“So far the book has been extremely well
received by consumers, and we might even
retail it as a standalone item later,” Borges
adds.
The Salton online cooking show is
scheduled to go live on YouTube, Facebook
and the Salton website in March/April.
Hosted by famous South African actor Zweli
Dube and Martin Kobald, each episode
runs for between ﬁve and ten minutes and
features around eight recipes, all of which
centre around use of Salton appliances.
“These are really simple meals for the
South African consumer who wants to make
something good that is easy to prepare,” says
Borges. “Viewers will be able to download
the shows to their PC or laptop, while DVD
copies of the show will be made available to
selected independent retailers for playing in
their stores.”
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style

Irene Borges – differentiating Amap’s offering through brand synergies.
A first for Remington
Not to be outdone, Amap’s personal care
division has been making exciting inroads of
its own with the internationally renowned
Remington brand. “A huge nationwide
campaign in 70 stores evoked such interest
from consumers that Edgars has decided
to stock Remington hair appliances in the
beauty section of their stores,” says personal
care general manager Bronwen Kramer. “This
is a signiﬁcant achievement for Amap as
Edgars has previously never stocked any small
appliances.
“The products are also doing well at Makro,
Clicks and several independent retailers,” she
adds.
Kramer has a lot planned for the personal
care division this year. “I am planning to add
a new category to supplement our personal
care appliances, one that incorporates
accessories for the whole body, such as
artiﬁcial nails and hair accessories. Because
it is such a comprehensive category with
numerous sub-categories I believe it holds
considerable opportunities for us.”
Housewares on TV
The addition of the Australian-based Wiltshire
brand (a collection of bakeware, cookware,
kitchenware, knives, tools and gadgets) to
Amap’s housewares division has had positive
response, according to general manager
Shannon Thomson.

“Our most exciting achievement to
date is undoubtedly the signing of a deal
with the producers of the highly popular
reality cooking show Masterchef South
Africa, scheduled for broadcast in March.
Contestants will be using a wide range of
Wiltshire products while they prepare for
each challenge and the Wiltshire brand will
receive line mentions at the end of each
programme.”
Last year’s launch of the Aarti Farti
collection, a sophisticated, fun brand for
the upper-end market segment, has also
been well received, Thomson continues. “We
initially only listed coﬀee mugs in Pick ‘n Pay
stores, but are now beginning to explore
opportunities of expanding the brand to
include stationary and jewellery.”
Amap’s flagship brand, Russell Hobbs also
has an extensive housewares oﬀering, which
recently underwent a packaging makeover.
“They look so good the products virtually
sell themselves,” says Thomson. “We have
also been working with Chef Kobald to
bring training to consumers, educating
them on the proper use of housewares to
ensure the perfect hosting experience when
entertaining guests.”
“Last year was an exciting one for Amap,
but several opportunities have already
presented themselves in 2012 and we intend
to grab and make the most of every one,”
Borges concludes.

Small Appliances

Juic y summer moments with Russell Hobbs
The Russell Hobbs Fresh Taste Juice
Maker features a powerful 900W motor
and has two speed settings for both
hard and soft fruits. The unit has a large
74mm full circular feeding tube so that
there is no preparation hassles ahead
of the juicing experience. The compact
and innovative design of the Fresh Taste
Juice Maker makes it user-friendly and
very easy to clean.
The juice maker features lockable side
bars, a fine stainless steel filter and direct

juicing spout for ease of use. It also has an integrated
juicing bowl with pulp container, making juicing a
breeze.
Other notable features are the unit’s cord storage
area which keeps the power cord out of sight when
not in use, and the handy non-slip feet that ensures
the unit stays where it’s meant to be. The team at
Russell Hobbs has included delicious juicing recipes in
the instruction manual.

The Russell Hobbs Fresh Taste Juice Maker

SodaStream claims back market share through reinvention
Since its financial dip in the 1990s, the
SodaStream brand, once described as the
icon of the 1980s suburban kitchen, has
transformed itself to claim back its market
share. SodaStream’s journey illustrates how
altering a marketing strategy can lead to a
massive brand turnaround.
With a history that dates back to the
1960s, the brand supposedly gained a lot
of traction in the 1980s as the first and
only home carbonation system on the
market. By enabling users to mix their own
ﬂavoured ﬁzzy drink at home, SodaStream
oﬀered customers a novel, technologically
advanced experience.
The early 1990s saw a wide variety of new
beverages introduced to the country and
competition within this market exploded,
which impacted SodaStream’s popularity. It
struggled to reinvent the home carbonation
experience for the consumer, and no longer
seemed exciting to its users. Only now,
after repositioning the brand, is there an
increased interest in SodaStream again.
Repositioning
The repositioning of SodaStream came
about when the Fortissimo Fund bought
out the company in 2006 and brought
new momentum to the brand. Under CEO
(and ex-Nike executive) Daniel Birnbaum’s
leadership, the company repositioned itself
as an environmentally friendly brand, and
has enjoyed renewed business conﬁdence

after listing on the Nasdaq stock exchange
in November 2010.
With the backing of international investors,
SodaStream South Africa is said to be
tapping into a more active global innovation
pipeline, while taking global successes and
implementing them at a local level.
All of the local SodaStream campaigns
incorporate the brand’s new ‘green’
repositioning, tagged as ‘the smarter
alternative to bottled beverages’, because
it supposedly doesn’t cause as much
environmental harm as plastic bottled
beverages. With marketing campaigns
focused on caring for the earth, coupled
with new look machines, the SodaStream
story presents a unique brand/marketing
case study.
Key challenges
The initial outlay in investing in a
SodaStream drinks maker is quite high, with
a standard machine costing around R399
and ﬂavoured syrups retailing at R39.99,
which means there is a relatively high
barrier to entry.
Consequently, the company is focused
on developing its customer-base. One
such example is a pilot project with Spaza
shop owners in Soweto. The company
provided owners with a starter pack,
which included the essentials to make
carbonated beverages, and Spaza owners
could therefore set their own price per cup

for their customers. This not only increased
brand awareness, but also helped to target
a well-responding market.
The brand also experienced very tough
trading conditions over 2009 and 2010,
but concentrating on growing its trade
support through creative below the line
in-store promotions has subsequently
resulted in increased consumer take-oﬀ
at store level. SodaStream’s South African
market is relatively small compared to its
international counterparts, so budget has to
be spent wisely on clever marketing tactics,
which will be increased in 2012. Currently,
the South African household penetration is
around the 300 000 mark.
Outlook
The brand has undergone massive changes
and turnarounds in the last few years
and constant improvements as a direct
response to its customers’ needs have
ensured that it attracts renewed vigour. The
machine ranges have stayed up-to-date via
aesthetically driven designs and improved
functionality.
2012 will see the introduction of
next-generation machines, oﬀering the
consumer an advanced kitchen appliance
experience. By constantly oﬀering
customers added-value with its range of
60+ ﬂavoured syrups, new products and
machines, the brand promises to remain on
the radar.
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Housewares

Prestige revitalised through brand facelift
Prestige Housewares is sporting a new
corporate identity, developed for its 776
active product lines. Trading in South Africa
since 1970, the brand has launched more
than 1836 product lines since its inception.
Its success over the past 42 years has been
guaranteed through the continuous launch
of new and innovative quality products,
carefully selected from a global shopping
basket to ensure that cooking and baking is
fun, easy, convenient and aﬀordable.
Although Prestige’s logo and packaging
may have changed, the variety of
versatile products maintains a standard of
exceptional quality, combined with new
age technology. The rebrand is not a radical
one. The aim was to achieve a fresh look
that would resonate the group’s presence
within the modern day and age.
Prestige Housewares’ target market
is all consumers. Be it housewives,
children, the not-so-eager baker or home

enthusiast – everyone
needs a can opener,
sieve, peeler, knives,
toothpicks, scissors,
braai accessories and
more. The characteristic
that most distinguishes The new Prestige Housewares logo.
Prestige Housewares
from its competitors is its guarantee, which
states that products will be replaced if the
purchaser is not entirely happy with them;
no questions asked.
With so many fast-changing trends
in the industry, Prestige Housewares
understands the South African market. The
business invests much thought and eﬀort
into choosing each product, so that its
consumers are able to choose the right tool
to turn a basic recipe into an exceptional
meal. Prestige Housewares products
Prestige Housewares offer
oﬀer exceptional value for money, while
more than 1836 product
delivering outstanding quality.
lines.

snapp Design wins international desig
Johannesburg-based snapp Design was
awarded an international Good Design
Award at the end of 2011 for its signature
cutting board called ‘slice’. The sleek design of
‘slice’ includes a mirrored wedge sliced from
each side of the classic wooden chopping

n award

board, creating a clever funnel eﬀect for
foodstuﬀs.
Established in 1950, the annual Good
Design awards is the world’s largest and
most distinguished design competition
and the standard for design excellence,

The award-winning ‘slice’ cutting
board from snapp Design.

honouring worldwide design innovation,
vision, sustainability and the competitive
design edge. The awards bestow
international recognition on the most
important and influential industrial and
graphic designers in the world.
“We were really pleased with the outcome
of the design and finish of ‘slice’ and wanted
to see how we fare in the eyes of international
design critics,” says snapp Design head
designer Jonathan Fundudis. “As Good Design
is the most prestigious global award for
excellence in product design, we felt it was
apt. Winning the award gives us as South
African designers the credibility that what we
produce is both recognised and appreciated in
the international design arena.
“It is a huge honour to be acknowledged
by our design peers and the reassurance of
attaining our vision for being respected as
a globally distinctive brand,” he continues.
“As there are thousands of entries from
around the globe, including renowned
international companies, we feel proud to
be able to showcase South Africa as a design
contributor.”
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Housewares

Healthier cook ing with Swiss Diamond

The Swiss Diamond double
burner multifunction side-by-side
grill/griddle.

Swiss cookware manufacturer
Swiss Diamond has
expanded its range
with the new
double burner
multifunction
side-by-side
grill/griddle.
One
half of the
grill/griddle
has a flat griddle,
perfect for making French
toast, bacon and eggs, while
the other half has a grill with raised
ridges. The grill is ideal for leaner and
healthier cooking as it prevents steaks,
hamburgers, fish and chicken from
sitting in any grease. It is also similar
to barbecue grills as it leaves appealing
grill lines on foods as it cooks. A built-

in channel drains away the grease for
reduced-fat cooking.
All Swiss Diamond products,
including the new multipurpose
grill/griddle combination, feature a
practically indestructible non-stick
surface made with real diamond
crystals. The patented surface will never
crack or peel, and is safe for use with
metal utensils. It will also remain stickfree, even after years of use.
Designed to save money and storage
space, the versatile grill/griddle can be
used across two single burners. Thanks
to the thick base and the diamond
crystals in the surface, the heat is
distributed evenly across the entire
surface of the grill/griddle.

Colourful, beautiful and innovative kitchen scales
Gram-exact and beautiful, ADE’s
visionary creations and innovations are
evident in its vast collection of kitchen
scales.
Mirja has four flip-up arms and
includes a stainless steel container with
suspension for the common kitchen rail.
Helena is a handy, landscape kitchen
scale, while for weighing, measuring and
looking good, the Franca is the perfect
tool for multitasking. This is a kitchen
scale and measuring bowl all in one,
with its very own patented design and
technology.
For a slim, smart and colourful look,
the Slim collection has an extra low
height of only 12mm. The weighing
surface is made of hygienic, 3mm thick
safety glass and it is available in three
colours.
The Leticia electronic scale has a bowl
and base facing made from brushed
stainless steel and can hold up to two
litres.
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The Zoe wall kitchen
scale has an active clock,
thermometer and kitchen
timer, as well as a weighing
surface that is in an upright
position. The foldable
weighing surface is made
of hygienic safety glass and
has a blue lit LCD display
Finally, for today’s
cooks who prefer the old
fashioned way of doing
things, the funky Luisa
mechanical scale is retro
chic and will add flair and
colour to any kitchen.

The Slim kitchen scale
collection from ADE has
an extra low height of only
12mm.

Cooking Appliances

Kenwood takes cooking to the nex t level
The Kenwood Cooking Chef takes all the
expertise, quality and versatility of the
renowned Kenwood Chef concept and
adds induction heating technology under
the bowl to deliver a totally new cooking
revolution to the kitchen.

countdown, ranging from five seconds to
three hours. Users can change between
the temperature and the timer display on
the LCD screen at the touch of a button.
When the blue LED flashes, this indicates
the temperature has not yet been
reached, or when the stirring or pulse
functions are in operation.
The benefit of being able to leave the
Kenwood Cooking Chef to automatically
stir food and cook to a precise
temperature frees up time in the kitchen.
Additionally, a constant slow-speed stir
setting and two new intermittent stirring
functions keep consistency in the food
without breaking it down.
New advanced bowl tools have
been specifically developed for the
Cooking Chef, which also comes
with essential kitchen attachments.
A brand-new steam basket has been
added which fits within the top of the
bowl and can be used in the same way
as a conventional steamer for vegetables,
chicken, seafood and desserts.

The full list of attachments and
accessories includes:
t/FXTUBJOMFTTTUFFMTUJSSJOHUPPM
t/FXIJHIUFNQFSBUVSFGMFYJCMFCFBUFS
t/FXQPXFSXIJTL
t/FXTUBJOMFTTTUFFMTQJSBMEPVHIIPPL
t4UBJOMFTTTUFFM,CFBUFS
t"5TUBJOMFTTTUFFMCMFOEFS
t"5GPPEQSPDFTTPS
t/FXTUFBNFSCBTLFU
t)FBUSFTJTUBOUTQBUVMB
t)FBUSFTJTUBOUNBU
t#PXMTDSBQFSoEFTJHOFEUPQFSGFDUMZGJU
the bowl’s profile.

The spiral dough hook attachment of the
Kenwood Cooking Chef works quickly and
effectively to provide smooth, well-kneaded
dough.

The Cooking Chef allows users to
multitask in the kitchen, giving them
ultimate control. The induction cooking
system is safe, clean and energy efficient.
From perfect choux pastry and creamy
risottos to Italian meringues, the Kenwood
Cooking Chef makes light work of tricky
dishes that require attention and precision
in the kitchen.
Ultimate control is possible as the
temperature ranges between 20°C and
140°C in the three-litre cooking and
mixing capacity bowl. The accurate
variable control for gentle warming to a
rolling boil is great for everything, from
proving dough to tempering chocolate
and making stews. The timing function
allows the cooking time to be set on a

With great functional attachments the Cooking Chef is a one-stop kitchen multitasker that can
handle almost every cooking challenge in the kitchen.
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Market Review

Single-digit growth for small
appliances, majors finish
positively
The overall market for small domestic appliances managed positive
single-digit growth in the fourth quarter of 2011, following stable
development during Q3. The major domestic appliances sector produced
single-digit positive figures in Q4, recording a R140.8 million increase in
revenue.
The growth tracked in the annual market
for small domestic appliances (SDA)
equated to an increase of R34.6 million
or 4.5 per cent. This comes after strong
seasonal appliance trends and the market
flattened during the middle quarters of
the year.
Following on from the positive yearto-date performances, segments such
as vacuum cleaners, food preparation
and hot beverage makers saw doubledigit growth in the final quarter of 2011.
Food preparation trends were driven by
increased popularity of home cooking,
as consumers remain under financial
pressure and the success of television
series supporting the activity.
Irons were pushed down to singledigit negative figures in the final
quarter to - 4.6 per cent, compared to
Q4 last year. South Africa tracked an
even stronger negative performance
for shavers at -21 per cent, normally
a very strong seller during the festive
selling season; GfK did, however, note a
particularly strong selling season in the
base year of comparison in 2010.
Strong results for cooking and
refrigeration
The 6.3 per cent development in the
major domestic appliances (MDA) sector
was supported by strong figures from
cooking appliances and refrigeration,
while laundry was held steady by
washing machines. The two nonessential home appliances, dishwashers
and tumble dryers, continued to post
negative results and is a reflection on
consumer spending on luxury goods.
Microwaves finished the year with only a
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slightly negative figure of -2 per cent or
R4.4 million during Q4.
Refrigeration saw single-digit positive
development in Q4 2011 after a negative
Q3 at 6.1 per cent. During Q3 currency
pressures on MDA prices saw much of
the imported product under pressure;
this especially affected the top end of
the market. Being the biggest segment in
revenue terms for MDA, this development
has a big influence on the sector as a
whole.
The cooking segments, hobs, hoods
and cooking, all performed strongly
in the final quarter of 2011, recording
double-digit positive growth. Revenue for
these three segments culminated into a
14.2 per cent growth contribution for the
MDA sector, which supported the overall
positive performance in Q4 of 2011.
Home laundry, dominated by washing
machines, saw a 5.5 per cent positive
trend in Q4, representing an increase
of R19.3 million during the quarter.
Volumes for tumble dryers, however,
were significantly lower (-13.5 per
cent), making this segment the worst
performing for the calendar year.
Coffee, espresso machines on upward
trend in W Europe
Western European consumers spent a
total of €3.45 billion on small domestic
appliance (SDA) products in the third
quarter of 2011. This corresponds to
a drop of 2.3 per cent compared with
the third quarter of the previous year,
according to GfK Temax Western Europe.
Nevertheless, cumulated growth figures
for the three quarters of 2011 remain

slightly positive. The Austrian and
German markets all ended the quarter
with single-digit growth in value terms.
Spain, on the other hand, suffered the
biggest loss with a double-digit decline.
In the third quarter, the most important
growth segment within the SDA sector
is the coffee market; this was mainly due
to the tremendous performance of fully
automatic coffee/espresso machines
and machines using capsules. German
and Austrian consumers, in particular,
are using fully automatic machines to
get their daily cup of coffee. Capsule
machines enjoy very high popularity in
Portugal and Spain.
A closer look at the kitchen appliances
segment reveals that the rise in turnover
was driven by almost all sub-segments.
Kitchen machines, choppers and
liquidisers performed particularly well.
Within the personal care segment,
electrical toothbrushes, laser/IPL-based

Food preparation trends
were driven by increased
popularity of home cooking

devices for hair removal, as well as beard
trimmers recorded a rise in sales.
Irons benefit from the increasing sales of
integrated boards in Germany; however,
traditional steam irons struggled in
almost all countries as consumers are
still switching from traditional irons to
generators.

Market Review

German and Austrian consumers use fully automatic machines to get their daily cup of
coffee.
Promising signs for UK market
Major appliances were under pressure
in the UK in 2011, but successfully
managed to claw back some value
growth thanks to strong sales online and
of higher end products. Value increased
by at least €150 for major appliances
over Q4. The VAT rise in the UK in early
January resulted in many retailers
discounting to compensate and boosted
consumer demand. Classic freestanding
replacement appliances, like washing
machines and dishwashers, performed
best with steady sales growth in the
early months. This positive start soon
started to deteriorate, however, as value
sales declined in subsequent quarters
and culminated with the built-in sector
recording an 11 per cent loss in Q4 2011
against Q4 2010.

The picture is not entirely negative
for the built-in cooking sector. One
area that is bucking the trend is the
premium segment for ovens with selfcleaning capabilities. Pyrolytic ovens use
extremely high temperatures to remove
all grease and dirt to ensure consumers
never have to face the dreaded chore
of scrubbing the oven. However, this
technology is not cheap – with an
average price of £628, they are more
than twice the price of an oven without
this feature. Encouraging then that
pyrolytic ovens now account for more
than £5 million in sales and rising in Q4.
In other segments, refrigeration
remained reasonably positive in value
terms throughout the year with an
extra £20 million contribution to the
overall market over Q4. Side-by-side

and traditional fridge-freezers were
key contributors and static products
also showed growth despite more
basic functionality. Large capacity
washing machines are still a significant
trend in the UK and average prices are
growing, not just because of inflationary
pressures, but due to online success and
the nature of products purchased.
On the surface, small domestic
appliances were one of the most resilient
and successful of all the durables
markets in 2011. Value sales saw at least
a £150 million lift in market fortunes
thanks to the performance of hot
beverage makers, haircare products and
food preparation gadgets. The second
half of the year offers a cautionary tale
as volumes slipped across many key
markets and value sales began to slow
with it. Average prices across most
categories fluctuated between heavy
discounting on the one hand, and higher
end product purchases made online on
the other.
In Q4 2011, volumes were a lot flatter
and the milder temperatures meant
products such as electric heating and
blankets were significantly down on
Q4 2010 due to the lack of snow this
December. Lifestyle trends helped give a
boost for hair stylers and this influenced
much of the sales activity in the preChristmas gifting period. Shavers, always
a key performer of the season, saw out
an even better Q4 in unit terms but
value was weaker given the discounting
through traditional routes to market.
Small kitchen appliances also contribute
substantially to Q4 and in 2011 added
more than £30 million to the period
thanks to accelerated sales for kitchen
machines and food processors. The irons
segment has been pushed up in value
by the success of steam generators over
the last twelve months, although Q4
continued to see price erosion which
may impact this area in the medium to
long term.

GfK tracks the sales of consumer durables through monthly retail audits done on model level. This audit is
carried out across all relevant channels of distribution. GfK currently tracks and reports on over 60 product
categories within the consumer electronics, domestic appliances, telecoms, IT, DIY and gaming markets.
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Fair Report

Natural materials and round
shapes the dominant trend at imm
Cologne 2012

Thielemeyer

For seven days in January, 1 157
companies from 54 countries showed
the interior design trends of the coming
year at imm cologne and LivingInteriors
in Germany. Including estimates for the
last day of the show, the trade fair duo
lured 115 000 visitors to the metropolis
on the Rhine. Imm cologne was once
again a very international trade fair, with
far more buyers from Europe, especially
the Russian Federation and Italy, and a
slight increase in the number of visitors
from North America and Asia.
“Cologne is the key business platform
for the global furniture economy – as this
trade fair has once again impressively
demonstrated,” sums up Koelnmesse CEO
Gerald Böse. “This year we were bang on
course. We had more exhibitors, were more
international – the Italian contingent was
stronger than it had been for a long time
– and visitors got to see lots of genuinely
new products. All in all, a result like this
means we are again playing at the very top
of the furniture sector’s premier league.”
Trends for 2012
Recent studies demonstrate that the
home is becoming a focus of social life,
increasingly replacing the custom of
28
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Das Haus

Nowadays interior design is inextricably linked with
textiles, wallpapers and carpets. Consequently, furniture
is very often selected together with decorative fabrics,
wallpapers and flooring. At the imm cologne, these worlds
come together in ideal fashion.
meeting in pubs and restaurants. People
like to meet their friends at home to
share meals, talk or play games. For
that, you of course need good-looking,
individualistic furniture and a pleasant
atmosphere that makes people feel at

Kenneth Cobonpue

home. With this in mind, the main trend
of the coming season will be "Pimp
My Home." An increasing number of
furniture producers are also going with
this new trend, presenting bold new
designs that appeal to enthusiastic

Fair Report

consumers in an increasingly
individualised market.
In the run-up to imm cologne 2012
the Association of the German Furniture
Industry conducted a survey among
the exhibitors to discover the most
important trends and currents in the
furniture and interior design sector for
the new 2012 season.
A megatrend that is just entering
the furnishings sector is the emphasis
on natural materials. Consumers want
natural-looking and natural materials
because they exude a sense of honesty
and authenticity. Solid wood (oak, walnut,
beech, maple, ash, alder and birch) and
veneer furniture is just as popular as
parquet flooring. As for covering fabrics,
real leather, lots of wool and wool felt are
popular, the latter often knitted.
Natural forms have also become models
for construction designs. This trend can be
seen in honeycomb panels and in the entire
area of lightweight construction, the puffedup shapes of seat shells, or simply the visual
models taken from nature.
Furniture is getting smaller. A growing
number of single people are living in
smaller spaces and need petite and
multifunctional furniture. As various

Freifrau

areas of the home merge, furniture has
to be light and flexible because it is used
wherever it happens to be needed at any
given time, rather than remaining in the
same place for years on end. This not only
includes smaller upholstered furniture,
but small desks and bureaus as well,
because the communication technology
we use is getting smaller too. Furniture
shapes are becoming much rounder, as
rounded corners look more harmonious,
welcoming and appealing.

Wall units are becoming ever
more compact and slender

Whether they consist of stripes, zigzags,
floral motifs or abstract shapes, the
patterns of upholstery materials will be
very colourful. For all materials, a pleasant
texture will play an important role. Many
fabrics will no longer be smooth but
instead will have a raised structure that is
pleasant and inviting to the touch.

Wall units – acknowledged as standard
equipment because this is where most
people place their flat screens – are
becoming ever more compact and
slender. Highboards, lowboards and
display cabinets that can be assembled
from separate modules offer the right
combination for every taste. Wall units are
not deep, so they help to create a sense of
ample space.
The chunky TV is increasingly being
replaced by an elegant flat screen model,
and thanks to digitised information,
contemporary customers no longer need
so much storage space. LED lighting
technology has arrived in the furniture
and interior design sector where, besides
providing energy-saving lighting, it is
being used to create lots of colourful
atmosphere as well.
Finally, the major furniture-producing
countries of Europe have to join forces
against the new competitors from Asia,
and above all China. This means they have
to focus on design, quality and innovation
rather than price. It's thus crucial that
European furniture retains its first-class
image. Otherwise, it will be impossible to
remain fit for the future in a globalised
world.

Ligne rose
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Product Showcase

Coricraft launches new cane furniture collection
Coricraft’s new collection of cane
furniture combines a variety of natural
grass materials in various forms of
weaving. This imported collection is
both elegant and chic and will suit
consumers’ lifestyle and budget.
“Cane is definitely making a
comeback,” explains Coricraft

merchandising director Lee Reichman. “In
the past cane furniture was mainly
used in secondary living areas,
but with innovative new designs
it can give any dining room,
lounge, living area or covered
patio a relaxed, comfortable and
luxurious appeal. It is also ideal
for the South African climate and
lifestyle.
“With functional designs that are
both contemporary and comfortable,
the Coricraft cane collection offers
exceptional value for money,” he adds.
The range comprises
dining chairs,
occasional chairs and
couches and is sold
with a combination of
beautifully textured
cushions in a variety of
neutral shades.

Tambora

Panca chair and ottoman
Franklyn

LG designs AV receiver system for SA
The ARX9000 AV Receiver system from LG
Electronics is specifically designed for the
South African market.
“The ARX9000 AV receiver system
resonates with performances and
addresses the needs local consumers
seek in a home theatre purchase,” says
LG Electronics South Africa CEO JM Lee.
“It is ideally suited for the South African
public and built according to its specific
requirements.”
The LG ARX 9000 AV receiver system
features a stylish glossy black design
that boasts 1580 Watt, 7.2-channel
multidirectional surround sound, a
specialised horn compression tweeter that
delivers direct clear sound, and 3 HDMI
connection to fulfil the benefit of high
digital channel surround sound speakers.
The dual duct system helps to release
inside air more efficiently to get powerful
bass sound.
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The new LG ARX9000 AV receiver system.

Gallery

Ready, steady, tee off

No fewer than 148 enthusiastic golfers
participated in the Ellerine Holdings
Limited (EHL) charity golf day on 1
December at the Glenvista Country Club.
Not even the bad weather could deter
the players’ high spirits as they all arrived
dressed up for the theme, Sports Crazy
Nation, making for a colourful, festive
atmosphere on the course. Sporting their
“in it to win it” attitude, every team, from
the Durban Surfer Boys to the 70s Tennis
Players, embraced the highest level of
sportsmanship on the course.
After a tough day on the course, the

players sat down to a formal dinner
and prize giving, followed by a live
performance by actor-comedian Aaron
MacIllroy. His hilarious one-man show
had everyone in stitches.
The day’s events yielded a staggering
R120 000, beating last year’s amount of
R100 000.
The funds will be managed by the
Ellerine Holdings Trust Fund (EHTF),
which has been helping registered nonprofit organisations in local communities
for more than 25 years.
The EHTF’s four key focus areas include

education, the prevention of child abuse,
social and community upliftment, and
skills training and job creation. Every
cent raised at the EHL 2011 charity golf
day will benefit children, unemployed
women and youth through development
programmes.
The countless hours put in by the
EHL team in organising the event did
not go unnoticed. “Beautiful course and
even better reception; the weather is
great, I like the rain and a job well done,”
commented participating golfer Ashwin
Krishen from Zion Interiors.

Stuart Wolff, Dino Miranda, Stuart Kidd and Marc de Villiers.

Tony Jardim, Grant Masterson, Greg White and Koot Barnard.

Sean Coote, Robert Barkhuizen ,Tony O' Gorman and Neil Knott.

EHL group merchandise director Tony O' Gorman presents a prize to
Stuart Wynn.

Robert Hertz , Joe Farah and Neil Davidson with Valerie Shan.

The guests were entertained by actor-comedian Aaron Maclllroy.
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Publisher's Comment
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Make hay at your competitors’
expense
This first quarter of 2012 has proved to be extraordinarily bewildering to the market
and analysts alike. The news from a variety of retailers and suppliers has been very
contradictory and trying to draw a consistent pattern as to what is exactly happening
out there has proved impossible.
Results from a few retailers have been positive, as have results from certain suppliers.
But – and it’s a big BUT – many retailers and suppliers have reported dispiriting early
results. Flatlining performances are not unexpected in the first quarter, but why then
have some companies done well enough to approach the remainder of the year with
great confidence? And others with a degree of pessimism?
There is no simple answer, but just looking at worldwide trends and comparing
them to our own gives us a clue. We all know that the Eurozone is in a shocking state
of disarray because of lack of certainty, yet there are German manufacturers and indeed
retailers performing well above average. There are companies in the UK similarly
performing and although the UK is not part of the Eurozone, the EU remains their
biggest trading partner.
There is some contagion here as Europe is a massive market for this country, but we
are vastly better off than most EU countries which remain teetering on the brink. As a
member of the so-called BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) we are in a
much better position than we might have been.
The positive performers locally, both retailers and suppliers, are companies
which have simply latched on to an eternal verity. When times are difficult – as they
undoubtedly are at present – the true marketers understand the opportunities that
present. The half empty glass identified by their timid competitors is viewed by them as
a half full glass and with that positive frame of mind they set about converting that into
a fuller glass.
Negative sentiments are infectious and if not staunched, spread to all parts of a
company. Demoralisation sets in to further underline the negativity. It becomes a selffulfilling prophecy of doom.
It needn’t be that way. Take the bull by the horns, grasp the elementary fact that the
consumer has to be wooed more powerfully, more persuasively, more convincingly and
they will respond to that positive message. You will then be part of the industry which
will make hay at your competitors’ expense.
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